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Aaron, Chester. An American Ghost; illus. by David Gwynne Lemon. Harcourt, 1973. 189p.
$4.95.
The "American ghost" is a term used for the mountain lion, and in this frontier
Ad story set in 1860, a young boy marooned by a flood is confronted by this ferocious
6-8 animal. Albie's parents were away from home, helping neighbors, the night the
rising river swept their home downstream. Jammed by a tree, the house was caught
and held, and Albie realized that a mountain lion was trapped with him. Fearful
yet pitying, the boy found food for the animal, and slowly began to feel affection
for the lion. Albie, who had killed animals until then with no thought of their rights,
coped with courage and resourcefulness with the crisis of the flood, with his capture
and escape from petty criminals, and with the last tension of homecoming-but
when he saw the pelt of a newly-killed mountain lion, the boy broke down. The
story ends with Albie facing the fact that all the people he loves have stayed the
same, while he has learned, in facing death, a kinship with all living things. The
situation has drama and suspense, but the pace is uneven, the long sequence in
which Albie is captive (and protects the lion from his captors) over-extended. The
writing style is deliberate and detailed, serious in tone and consistent in viewpoint.
Anderson, Eloise A. Carlos Goes to School; illus. by Harold Berson. Warne, 1973. 32p.
$3.95.
Most stories about the first day at school are set in the kindergarten, are urban,
Ad and include the separation from mother. This is different. Carlos lives in the country
K-3 and takes a bus on the day he starts first grade. Apprehensive and shy, he struggles
through the morning but at lunch time he makes a friend: first they make faces,
then they giggle, then they trade-peanut butter sandwich for taco. By the time
he comes home, Carlos is even friends with the bus driver. The story is not substan-
tial, but it's pleasant and realistic, and we need more stories in which the protagonist
is Chicano but in which his ethnic background is not the focus of the story. The
illustrations are graceful and lively.
Asimov, Isaac. Jupiter; The Largest Planet; illus. with photographs. Lothrop, 1973. 219p.
Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.11 net.
A scientist for all seasons and most subjects, Asimov delves into every aspect
R of what is know about Jupiter, theories of the past, present knowledge, and conjec-
7- tures about future probes and findings. The text is firmly organized and is written
with a lucid informality that is occasionally lightened by a quip. Jupiter is compared
to other planets in reference to whiteness, oblateness, speed of rotation, axial tilt,
mass, density, orbital speed, etc. The same close scrutiny is applied to the planet's
satellites, and all of the information is summarized in tables, fifty-four of them.
There are discussions of the problems yet to be explored, descriptions of what
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is visible from Jupiter's surface and from its satellites, and theories of Jupiter's
formation. A thorough treatment, a good introduction for the layman, and a demon-
stration of how exciting scientific inquiry can be. A glossary and an index are
appended.
Baker, Eugene. I Want to be a Lawyer; illus. by Phil Kantz. Childrens Press, 1973. 31p.
Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $2.44 net.
One of a series of books on occupations, this is cast in a fictional framework
M so slight that it adds little. A boy whose father is a lawyer and whose brother
2-3 is a student in law school is given some facts about how a lawyer is trained and
what he does, the text consisting of information in the form of dialogue. The illustra-
tions are crude in technique, the print very large and clear. The information is
given rather simply, but the narrative framework seems contrived and there is little
here that would not be available in an encyclopedia article.
Banks, Lynne Reid. One More River. Simon and Schuster, 1973. 288p. $5.95.
The daughter of a wealthy Canadian Jewish family, Lesley is irate when her par-
M ents announce they are moving to Israel to join a kibbutz. Her only solace is in
6-9 secret visits to her brother, who has been cut off by their father because he has
married a girl who isn't Jewish. When they come to the kibbutz, Lesley resists
assimilation; she secretly makes friends with an Arab boy who lives just across
the border, a friendship that is disrupted by the Six-Day War. Her brother shows
up at the kibbutz, is reinstated in his father's affection, and decides to bring his
wife to Israel. Lesley, now fully accepting herself as an Israeli, has a last meeting
with her friend Mustapha. The background is convincing, quite vividly drawn; the
characterization is adequate; the story line is patterned, the writing weakened by
contrivance and a certain amount of pontification.
Baran, Tancy, illus. Bees. Grosset, 1972. 24p. $1.69.
A continuous text, simply written with a controlled vocabulary, gives basic facts
M about bees but is seriously weakened by the poor arrangement of material and by
1-3 the sometimes misleading pictures. The book describes the hive, gathering nectar,
making honey, mating and stages of growth, and swarming; the descriptions are
superficial but adequate as an introduction. Appended is a series of pictures-
and-captions, arranged in the order in which they appear in the text; what this
adds is not clear, since no definition is provided.
Batterberry, Michael, ad. Primitive Art; ad. by Michael Batterberry and Ariane Ruskin.
McGraw-Hill, 1973. 191p. illus. $9.95.
Stunning in every way, this newest in the publisher's "Discovering Art" series
R is illustrated with a lavish array of color photographs of art objects and architectural
7- splendors, well-placed and captioned. The text, which covers the primitive art of
Africa, Australia and Oceania, Mexico, Peru, Eskimos, and the North American
Indian, is written in a graceful style and with firm authority; division of material
is by tribes, and the authors describe art objects both as creative works and as
objects related to their cultures, giving historical and sociological background that
makes the discussion more meaningful. This would be worth having for the beauty
of the photographs alone, or for the text alone; together they enhance and expand
each other. A divided list of the illustrations, giving locations, and an index are
appended.
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Bawden, Nina. Carrie's War. Lippincott, 1973. 158p. $4.95.
A story of two children, evacuated from London during the Blitz and sent to
R a small Welsh town, is told with consummate skill and deft characterization. Twelve-
4-6 year-old Carrie and her younger brother were lodged with dour Mr. Evans and
his nervous, timid sister. Carrie despised Mr. Evans and pitied Miss Evans, while
young Nick accepted their peculiarities with calm resilience. Both children found
their real happiness in visiting the farm where Mr. Evans' invalid sister lived, a
place run by a warm, compassionate woman; Carrie especially enjoyed it because
another London child, Albert, was quartered there and Albert (a wonderfully rational
and intelligent character) became her special friend. With the death of the invalid
and Mr. Evans' inheritance, the happy household was broken up. Not until she
visited, years later, with her own children, did Carrie learn all the intricacies of
that unhappy time. The story is taut in construction, notable for its cast, compassion-
ate in its treatment of the harsh Mr. Evans as it is of the gentle retarded man
who lived at the farm.
Benchley, Nathaniel. The Deep Dives of Stanley Whale; illus. by Mischa Richter. Harper,
1973. 32p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
Young Stanley had been warned by his mother not to dive too far down, certainly
Ad not below the purple layer to the black. That's where the giant squids were, and
K-3 they were too big for him to handle. Disobeying, Stanley was horrified to see a
huge white shape, but it proved to be his uncle. Uncle Moby warned Stanley about
people. "What's people?" he wondered. They were creatures that lived on land
but put out to sea in something called "ships," he was told-so when Uncle Moby
was attacked, Stanley understood and coped. There's enough sense mixed with
the nonsense to give the story plausibility, and the pace and humor are consistently
maintained.
Berheim, Marc. In Africa; by Marc and Evelyne Bernheim. Atheneum, 1973. 90p. illus.
$5.50.
A photo-documentary surveys the variety of life-styles in Africa and introduces
R to young children the geographic contrasts and the beauty of the continent. The
K-3 text is continuous, but the book has five sections that portray ways of life; "If
you live in the desert," one begins, and shows the nomad life, and the others survey
the patterns of a coastal village, a city, a savannah, and a forest community. The
pictures are of good quality and well-chosen, the text is brief and consists primarily
of statements that expand the information given by the photographs. Very simple,
very effective.
Bourne, Miriam Anne. Four-Ring-Three; illus. by Cyndy Szekeres. Coward, 1973. 46p.
$4.29.
Set in a small town in 1900, this is the story of Martha, who yearned to have
Ad one of those new inventions, the telephone. Her father said it was a fad, it wouldn't
2-4 last; Martha pointed out how handy it would be for messages-and emergencies.
The bell would ring all the time, her father said. Martha listened to other people's
conversations while she was at her friend's house and reported the news. No pri-
vacy, busybody operator, said her father. While father's quick change in response
to a playlet Martha puts on seems abrupt, the story has some period appeal and
does reflect the resistance to new inventions; children may enjoy the concept that
such an attitude existed and the idea of the party line. The drawings are good
reflections both of the period and of the light humor, and the story, while not substan-
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tial, has conflict and resolution, some amiable family scenes, and the appeal of
an urgent wish granted.
Brenner, Barbara. Bodies; with photographs and design by George Ancona. Dutton, 1973.
48p. $4.95.
A very simply written text points out the qualities that make the animal world
R different from plants or inanimate objects, briefly discusses the components of the
K-3 human body (blood, flesh, skin, bones-all made of cells) and describes all the
things people can do (run, jump, sleep, eliminate, eat, etc.). But, it concludes, no
two people are alike: each is unique, his thoughts and dreams as much his own
as are his fingerprints or his eyes. The text is not unusual, and it treats the subject
of the body's components superficially, but it gives adequate coverage, is written
with pleasant informality, and makes the point of individuality despite similarities
very clearly. The photographs are excellent: clear, full of action, varied, and attrac-
tive.
Burchard, Marshall. Sports Hero: Bobby Orr; by Marshall and Sue Burchard. Putnam, 1973.
96p. illus. $3.86.
Bobby Orr played his first organized hockey at the age of five, was noticed by
Ad Boston Bruin scouts when he was twelve, and signed with Boston two years later,
3-5 playing on farm and minor teams until he was of legal age to play with the Bruins.
His biography, written in a rather plodding style, will probably be of interest primar-
ily to readers who are already hockey fans, since no explanation of the game, of
hockey terms, or of references to league play are made. The photographs in the
first part of the book are uninteresting: pictures of buildings or adult friends, none
of Orr as a child; in the second half of the book there are some action pictures
of Orr and other players. Not outstanding, but the combination of simple writing
style, very large print, and a stellar sports figure as the subject should appeal to
young fans.
Byars, Betsy C. The 18th Emergency; illus. by Robert Grossman. Viking, 1973. 126p. $5.95.
First of all, you can tell quite a bit about a boy when his nickname is "Mouse."
R And when Mouse incites the vengefulness of the school's bully, you know he is
4-6 petrified with apprehension. Mouse's friend Ezzy has survival plans for emergency
situations (being bitten by a tarantula, or being threatened by an octopus) but none
for Imminent Beating by Large Boy. Most of the story is concerned with Mouse's
fear of this eighteenth emergency, his efforts to avoid it, his feeble attempts to
get adult sympathy; when he comes to the inevitable, Mouse surprises himself by
his stalwart acceptance of the fight. The writing style is more staccato than it is
in other books by Betsy Byars, the treatment lighter, but the perceptiveness is
just as sharp and the lesson (not in the least didactic in presentation) is clear: reality
is more bearable than fear.
Byfield, Barbara Ninde. The Haunted Ghost; written and illus. by Barbara Ninde Byfield.
Doubleday, 1973. 36p. $4.95.
A sequel to The Haunted Spy is related by the ex-spy himself, now comfortably
R established in the castle of Sir Roger de Rudisill, his friend the ghost. Sir Roger
3-5 complains of haunting dreams, and suspicious circumstances lead the two experts
to investigate. A merry spoof with a modern touch (pollution, but our heroes take
care of the factory that is the culprit) is told in a light style, with added amusement
in the illustrations and in the very idea of a haunter haunted.
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Cole, Joanna. Fleas; illus. by Elsie Wrigley. Morrow, 1973. 62p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library
ed. $3.78 net.
A discussion of the life cycle and habits of fleas is preceded by a rather tenuous
Ad description of the evolution of fleas from flies; the text also covers the parasitic
3-5 relationship of flea to host and touches on such subjects as the flea circus, other
parasites, and-at greater length-the role of the flea in times of plague. The illustra-
tions are attractive, but some of the pictures would be more useful if they had
labels. An index is appended.
Corbett, Scott. The Home Run Trick; illus. by Paul Galdone. Atlantic/Little, Brown, 1973.
101p. $4.50.
A sporting goods promoter offers new bats and balls to the best team in town,
Ad and the boys on Kerby's team are all set to play winning baseball-until they dis-
4-6 cover that the winner will play a girls' team. This won't win the feminists' seal
of approval, but the boys immediately plan to play their worst. As usually happens
in the "trick" books, an element of magic is used in pursuit of the desired result.
The action consists of the boys' ruses to achieve their goal and in the play of
the decisive game. Not a strong plot, but the lively action, the humor of text and
illustrations, the baseball sequences, and the general joie de vivre carry the story.
Dahl, Roald. Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator; illus. by Joseph Schindelman. Knopf,
1972. 163p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
A disappointing sequel to Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, which had a mes-
NR sage on behavior that was carried along lightly by the humor and exaggeration of
4-6 the fantasy. Here there is exaggeration and action and little else. Charlie, his mother
and father, and his grandparents (three of whom are there in the beds in which
they have been lying for many years) are aboard the elevator-a development that
occurred in the last chapter of the first book. Now they encounter a space ship
as the glass elevator orbits the earth, they are attacked by Creatures, they rescue
some astronauts, they visit the President of the United States (depicted as a slangy
fool) and the grandparents take rejuvenating medicine and so on and on. There's
always an appeal to some readers in slapstick, and the sequel of any successful
book will always be greeted hopefully by its fans, but this is a comedown-Oompa-
Loompas and all.
Davies, Anthea. Sir Orfeo; A Legend from England; illus. by Errol le Cain. Bradbury,
1973. 28p. $5.95.
Despite the subtitle, this is a legend from England only in the sense that it is
Ad adapted from the medieval English version of the original Greek myth; here Orfeo
4-5 (Orpheus) finds his lost queen Herodys (Eurydice) in a kingdom under a hill where
all the people are in an enchanted sleep. There is no hint that this is the kingdom
of death, its ruler is not named, and the legend has a happy ending. Although the
tale is adequately told, it lacks the impact of the original; it is valuable, however,
for the illustrations, richly intricate and stylized in the medieval fashion, with a
suggestion of Persian miniature painting in the color and detail.
Davis, Daniel S. Mr. Black Labor; The Story of A. Philip Randolph, Father of the Civil
Rights Movement; intro. by Bayard Rustin. Dutton, 1972. 174p. illus. $6.50.
Asa Philip Randolph has played a unique role in the fight for black equality,
R and this well-researched biography is a welcome addition to the more general books
7- about that fight. As a young radical in New York, Randolph began his career as
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a labor organizer and civil rights proponent with an employment bureau, an attempt
to organize black elevator operators, and then with the inflammatory paper The
Messenger, which was the target of raids by Palmer and caused Randolph to be
branded "the most dangerous Negro in America." It was Randolph who first pro-
posed a march on Washington, who fought for inclusion of blacks in the ranks of
organized labor, whose quiet and persistent struggle against discrimination belied
his fiery words. While the author's attitude toward his subject is not adulatory,
it is uncritical, yet it gives-through the tenacity and dedication of Randolph's deeds
rather than the author's comments-an impressive picture of a lifetime of service
to a cause. A section of photographs is included; a selected bibliography and an
index are appended.
Drummond, A. H. The Population Puzzle; Overcrowding and Stress Among Animals and
Men. Addison-Wesley, 1973. 143p. illus. $4.50.
With some of the world's population already suffering from the effects of over-
R crowding and the anticipation of further population density, this survey of the experi-
7-10 mental findings of scientists working with animals in situations of crowding is timely
and enlightening. Most of the experiments described here have used rats as labora-
tory animals; while the author does not imply that discovered facts will necessarily
apply to human beings, he does correlate those facts with what is known already
about the adverse effects of population density on people: the tension, the criminal
behavior, the need for personal space, the inhibition of personal potential. Brisk
and well-organized, a provocative book that convinces by its assemblage of facts
rather than by pronouncement. An index is appended.
Duvoisin, Roger Antoine. The Crocodile in the Tree. Knopf, 1973. 30p. illus. $4.95.
Duvoisin's usual assortment of happy animals and colorful plants makes this as
Ad gay a book as his others, but the story line is slight. Bertha, a duck, finds a crocodile
4-6 in a hollow tree where he spends the days, emerging at night to swim and look
yrs. at the moon. He is there because he knows he frightens people, when all he means
to do with his teeth is show them in a smile. Bertha takes the crocodile to the
barn and when the other animals realize how friendly he is, they become fond
of him. The farmer's wife sees him and is frightened, but when she discovers that
it is the crocodile that has been putting a bouquet on her breakfast table, she thinks
he is "such a darling crocodile" too. This is as sunny as other Duvoisin books,
but somewhat less convincing.
Eiseman, Alberta. Maiiana Is Now; The Spanish-Speaking in the United States; illus. with
photographs. Atheneum, 1973. 184p. $6.25.
"Tomorrow will not do; mafiana is now," concludes the text of a book that
R surveys with firm and detailed objectivity the history of Spanish-speaking people
7- in our country, of the discrimination with which they have been treated, of their
problems, and of those measures that have been taken by them, or on their behalf,
to achieve redress of their grievances. The histories of the Hispanic people from
Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Cuba are given separately, with good background and
a candid appraisal of the situation today. Well written, well organized, and certainly
needed. A list of important dates, a list of books suggested for further reading,
and an index are appended.
Elisofon, Eliot. Zaire: A Week in Joseph's World; photographs and text by Eliot Elisofon.
Crowell-Collier, 1973. 36p. $4.50.
A photo-documentary that has excellent pictures but a text that is not very sub-
[6]
stantial. Joseph is a charming child who has his eighth birthday during the course
Ad of the story; the text describes his family and his school, and gives a few facts
2-3 about living patterns in Joseph's town. The book has a weakness common to this
type of photographically-illustrated account: some of the text deems to have been
inserted simply to give an opportunity to use some of the pictures that are decorative
rather than informative, and the accompanying text contributes little.
Engebrecht, P. A. Under the Haystack. Nelson, 1973. 124p. $4.95.
Sandy suspected that her mother had been convinced by the stepfather she feared
R and disliked to desert her and her two younger sisters. June and Marie were worried
6-8 about their mother's absence, but Sandy managed to convince them that Momma
had gone on a long visit; determined to keep the family together, she doggedly
did all the farm chores, got jobs for herself and the little ones picking berries, lied
about her mother's absence when queried by neighbors, and grew more and more
bitter about the desertion. When Momma returned-alone--clearly weary of the
harsh bully who had forced her to choose between him and her children, Sandy
was briefly icy, but she had matured in the time that her mother was away, and
her new maturity brought understanding and compassion for her mother. The story
has moments that are tender, but it is most effective in its depiction of the endless
routine of work on a poor farm, the impact coming from the very weight of trivia.
The characterization is good; Sandy is a sturdy, courageous, and believable heroine,
and her struggle for survival is balanced by her growing interest in a boy, her increas-
ing awareness of physical changes in herself, and her friendship with a neighbor
who is well aware that the three girls are alone, and offers both her help and her
sympathy.
Evans, Mari.JD; illus. by Jerry Pinkney. Doubleday, 1973. 60p. $4.50.
Written by an eminent black poet, four stories about a black child living in a
Ad housing project are capably illustrated. Unfortunately, there are references on the
3-5 first page to needed illustrations ("Meadow Hill looked like this" . . . "Mrs. Brown
looked like this,") that are simply not there; there is no picture of Mrs. Brown,
the protagonist's mother, until page 21. The stories have an appealing warmth and
understanding, and they give a vivid picture of urban project life, but they are
not well structured. In the first story, for example, JD finds a box that he cannot
open, and he daydreams about what might be in it; when his mother comes home,
he excitedly says, "Mother, I found a box that's got a million dollars in it!" Mother
smiles and says, "JD, I am wore out. If I just had the rent for tomorrow, I'd
be happy." End of story, abrupt after a good build-up. The other stories are about
JD's chagrin at not having the money to pay for a schoolbook rental, his champion-
ship of a smaller boy who's being bullied, and his sad realization that an adult
male he reveres is a dope addict.
Ewen, David. Opera; Its Story Told Through the Lives and Works of its Foremost Com-
posers; vol. 1. Watts, 1972. 264p. illus. $9.95.
A major writer on music, Ewen here gives a history of opera that includes leading
R composers, descriptions of librettos, and discussion of both the musical aspects
7- of individual operas and the trends and styles in opera music. The book is not
too simple for the already-confirmed opera addict but gives enough practical advice
in the explanations of terms and discussions of technical matters to enable the
neophyte to understand the text. The style is vigorous, the writing authoritative,
the photographs delectable. A glossary and an index are appended.
[7]
Falkner, Leonard. For Jefferson and Liberty; The United States in War and Peace 1800-1815;
illus. with maps and contemporary prints. Knopf, 1972. 250p. Trade ed. $4.95;
Library ed. $5.57 net.
An intensive study of the first fifteen years of the 19th century in the United
R States, years in which a primarily agricultural nation, which Jefferson held to be
7- the best form of a society, succumbed to spreading urbanization. By the use of
contemporary documents (songs, diaries, letters, ships' logs, newspapers and official
documents) the author gives vigor and variety to a text that is fresh, authoritative,
and lucid. Notes on the songs, a bibliography, and an index are appended.
Fenten, D. X. Ms.-M.D. Westminster, 1973. 144p. $4.95.
A good coverage of women's role in medicine, especially useful for the reader
R who is considering a medical career, is written in a brisk, informal style that wanders
7-12 occasionally into irrelevancies. The book is very informative and the text is well-
organized, giving some historical background, advice on preparation for a medical
career, descriptions of special fields, and facts about combining family life and medi-
cal practice. The index is preceded by an appendix that gives a list of American
medical schools, with their requirements and with financial information about each.
Fox, Paula. Good Ethan; illus. by Arnold Lobel. Bradbury, 1973. 24p. $4.95.
As Ethan went off to play, his mother said, "Ethan? What did I mean when
R I said 'be a good boy'?" " I can't walk across the street," he answered. What
K-2 a predicament for an obedient child, when a new ball bounces across the street
and lies there, tantalizingly visible but not reachable. Etban's polite requests of
passersby get varied responses but no action, and he finally conceives an ingenious
method of retrieval. In this part of the book the story moves into the improbable
with blithe assurance, as Ethan climbs wires, swings from tree to tree, descends
via wisteria vine to the other side of the street. The style of writing is bland and
humorous, the story just the right length, complexity, and structure for the read-aloud
audience; the brownstone-milieu prictures have a debonair simplicity.
Glubok, Shirley. The Art of China; designed by Gerard Nook. Macmillan, 1973. 48p. illus.
$6.95.
A survey of the art objects of a country the art heritage of which spans more
R than four millennia is necessarily brief; this does not attempt to be inclusive but
4-6 serves nicely as an introduction to art forms. The material is more or less
in chronological arrangement but stresses form and relates objects to their contem-
porary cultures. Designed with discrimination, the book is-like its predeces-
sors-both handsome and informative, and it should lead readers to further examina-
tion of Chinese art.
Griese, Arnold A. At the Mouth of the Luckiest River; illus. by Glo Coalson, T. Y. Crowell,
1973. 65p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $5.25 net.
The story of an Athabascan Indian boy of a century ago is effectively illustrated
R with black and white pictures that reflect the isolation of the setting and the drama
4-6 of the plot. Tatlek, who uses sled dogs to help in his hunting, is crippled and father-
less, anxious to prove that he is a man, puzzled by the animosity of the medicine
man who says that using the dogs (a practice Tatlek has learned from Eskimo traders)
will provoke the anger of the spirits, the yegas. When the medicine man warns
that he has been told by an owl that the Eskimos are coming to kill the tribe,
Tatlek and his friend go off by dogsled to spy on the Eskimo camp and so learn
[8]
that the medicine man has lied to both sides. He races back to tell his people:
will they believe him or the medicine man they fear? And if they do not believe
him, Tatlek knows he will be reviled. The story is told in a rather heavy writing
style, but it has suspense enough to compensate for this, and it is very successful
in creating mood and atmosphere and in incorporating cultural details unobtrusively.
Grifalconi, Ann. The Matter with Lucy; An Album. Bobbs-Merrill, 1973. 26p. illus. $5.95.
A new passenger on the feminist bandwagon, Lucy is a Victorian child whose
M activities are pictured in reproductions of old photographs and drawings; some of
3-4 the text seems, indeed, to have been adapted to the illustrations. Lucy is busy,
cheerful, always hard at work helping her six brothers: cooking, preparing snowballs
for the boys to throw, waxing their skis, and helping mother clean house. But Lucy
has a secret passion for knowledge. Only on the last double-page spread does the
text move-abruptly-to Lucy as an adult, a famous scholar "researching great
questions"; but there is no bridge between that and Little Lucy wondering why
nobody ever asks her what school she would go to. There's no mention of her
going to school at all, no suggestion that this might have been a problem. This
gap and the static writing style weaken the story.
Gripe, Maria. The Glassblower's Children; illus. by Harald Gripe; tr. by Sheila La Farge.
Delacorte, 1973. 170p. $4.95.
Moving from the field of realism in which she has been a distinguished contributor,
R Maria Gripe proves equally skilled in writing fantasy. There's a touch of Henry
4-6 James in her portrayal of the wicked governess who bullies two children who have
been stolen from their parents by a wealthy, childless Lord who had hoped, unsuc-
cessfully, to make his languid Lady happy. The story starts in the humble home
of the glassblower, a fine artisan who has seen ominous signs of the danger to
his children; he and his wife seek the aid of a good witch who proves to be the
sister of the malevolent governess. Set in the Gothic mood, the tale of the struggle
between the sisters is a saga of good and evil. Style, mood, and tempo are adroitly
integrated, and the illustrations-reminiscent of Leonard Everett Fisher's scratch-
board work--effectively support the story.
Harnett, Cynthia. The Writing on the Hearth; illus. by Gareth Floyd. Viking, 1973. 318p.
$6.95.
A story set in fifteenth-century England is an admirable example of good historical
R fiction: the historical characters (distinguished from those that are fictional in an
7-10 author's note) on the periphery, so that attention is focused on the protagonist,
the period details unobtrusively incorporated, the story line solid, the characters
and dialogue firmly drawn. Young Stephen has been permitted to attend the first
free school because his father had served the Earl of Suffolk, and he hopes to
become an Oxford scholar. An Oxford master who visits Suffolk Hall describes
a strange design on the hearth, and this symbol is related to the web of intrigue
in which Stephen becomes embroiled.
Hoban, Russell C. Letitia Rabbit's String Song; illus. by Mary Chalmers. Coward, 1973.
42p. $3.64.
"Was there ever a real Miss Green? I mean, was there ever a String Lady
Ad who really made the trees and the flowers and winter-sleeping animals wake up?"
4-7 Letitia was going to have the part of Miss Green in the traditional String Festival.
yrs. Once upon a time, a rabbit came home with a ball of string, and said something
[9]
about a lady in a green dress-and then the weather changed, the little rabbit was
told. So when Letitia takes the heirloom ball of string to practice, it's no surprise
that it should lead her to Miss Green, who welcomes the spring string she lost
long ago. Letitia can help bring spring, Miss Green says, by finding songs that
will convince Mr. Brumus to stop winter and go to sleep so that spring can come.
And she does find them, he sleeps, and spring comes. The gentle, softly vernal
pictures capture the mood of the story, which is a poet's tale of spring, fanciful
and tender, an elaborated conceit, slow at the start yet simply told and satisfactorily
concluded.
Hoff, Syd. Giants; and Other Plays for Kids. Putnam, 1973. 40p. illus. $3.97.
Five very short plays that require few or no props are written with a modicum
M of humor in the dialogue but little in the situations. One is about pollution, another
2-3 about picking flowers, a third points out the fact that a parent's lot is not an easy
one. A play about giants and another about a kindly lion and a mouse are somewhat
more imaginative, but all of the playlets are tepid in dialogue and seem either obtru-
sive in their message or without a focus. The book can be used as a basis for
free role playing, but the contents are not creative.
Hyde, Margaret Oldroyd. VD: The Silent Epidemic. McGraw-Hill, 1973. 63p. illus. Trade
ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.33.
In a no-nonsense, no-threat, no-coyness book, Margaret Hyde gives straightfor-
R ward treatment to a subject of increasing concern to the young, since statistics
5-9 show that in the United States as well as in other countries it is the young who
are the primary victims of venereal diseases. The text describes the major kinds
of venereal diseases, their symptoms, their treatment, and the manner in which they
are transmitted, and discusses some of the campaigns of help and information that
have been mounted by official agencies and volunteers. There is no note of censure
in the author's acceptance of the fact that today's young people are frank about
sexual matters (nor of approbation) since her concern is with eradication of the
epidemic rather than deprecation. An index is appended.
Knudson, R. R. Jesus Song; illus. by Joel Schick. Delacorte, 1973. 186p. $5.95.
A raucous, rollicking story about a religious commune is told in first person by
Ad J. Cheever, who has been hunting fervently (she does everything fervently) for
6-9 True Meaning since she was five. Having traced the whereabouts of a group called
the Jesus People, she sneaks off when she is supposed to be going to a summer
camp and joins the commune. Her description of the members and their activities
is not in the slightest convincing, but the tongue-in-cheek exaggeration of their
preaching mission, their determination to live by converting, studying the Bible,
living off the land without planting or working is funny; it would be very funny
if it were a bit more realistic, especially in dialogue, but there's zest enough to
make the story enjoyable.
Konigsburg, E. L. A Proud Taste for Scarlet and Miniver; written and illus. by E. L. Konigs-
burg. Atheneum, 1973. 201p. $5.95.
One of the most fresh, imaginative, and deft biographies to come along in a long,
R long time, this story of Eleanor of Aquitaine is unusual both in format and in
6- the sophisticated vitality of the writing style. The story begins with a scene in
Heaven, where Eleanor is waiting (" . . . she had done things on Earth for which
there had been some Hell to pay, so she had not arrived in Heaven immediately .. .")
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for Henry II. Eleanor, due to the influence of her friends, has made it to Heaven;
Henry has been held up in the admissions office. Eleanor's companions each
describes a portion of her life, the sections interspersed, and the book concluding
with episodes in Heaven. The style of telling is beautifully adapted to each speaker,
the biography of the amazing Eleanor is vivid, the historical complexities of French
and English history are made lucid, and-bonus-the author's wit is both delightful
in itself and eminently suitable for the volatile, shrewd heroine.
Kraus, Robert. Good Night Little ABC; Good Night Little One; Good Night Richard Rab-
bit; illus. by N. M. Bodecker. Dutton, 1972. 24p. $1.95 each.
Three small books with gentle pastel illustrations, each on a different note but
R forming an attractive set, are useful for the preschool child. Good Night Little
3-5 ABC is an alphabet book that is lulling, with animal pictures and text that go
yrs. from, "Good Night Little A/Alfred Alvin Alligator/Good Night Little A," to Zorba
Zachary Zebra, with the same pattern and the appeal of repetition. Good Night
Little One adds rhyme to a counting book with "Good Night Little One/Day Is
Done/Good Night Little Two/Peek A Boo." The pictures show children cumulating
in one overburdened bed. Good Night Richard Rabbit is a familiar theme: child
stalling at bedtime, mother patiently countering each move, tired child (a rabbit)
suddenly dropping off into sleep. The set is called the "Night-Lite Library" because
the jackets have been treated to give a "comforting glow" in the dark.
Land, Barbara. Evolution of a Scientist; The Two Worlds of Theodosius Dobzhansky; illus.
with photographs. T. Y. Crowell, 1973. 262p. $4.50.
Based in large part on the taped memoirs of Dobzhansky, this is a competent
R biography of a major geneticist who began his career in Russia, came to the United
7- States in 1927, and decided to stay. Distinguished as a teacher and writer, Dobzhan-
sky has made his contributions primarily through an intensive study of the fruit
fly. While the book focuses on his work, it gives an adequate picture of Dobzhansky
as a person; the author succeeds both in making clear the nature of the scientist's
research and in tracing the history of genetic knowledge. The excitement of scientific
discovery is evident, and the political background adds drama. An index is
appended.
Lawson, Donna. Brothers and Sisters All Over This Land; America's First Communes.
Praeger, 1973. 142p. illus. $6.50.
A survey of the early communal settlements in the United States (Harmony,
Ad Amana, Oneida, Brook Farm, New Harmony, and others) is written in a measured
7-10 and serious style; the brief sketches of each commune include descriptions of the
leaders and their philosophies, the functioning and history of the communes, and-in
some-the relationships between the commune and the larger community. The only
group established in this century that is included is the "Heaven" of Father Divine.
The coverage is adequate although not comprehensive; there is no discussion of
today's communal groups, as there is in Communes in America by Elinor Horwitz.
The "Suggestions for Further Reading" comprises two adult titles; an index is
appended.
Lear, Edward. Whizz! illus. by Janina Domanska. Macmillan, 1973. 30p. $4.95.
Six limericks by Edward Lear are used as a continuous text, the humor echoed
by the details of the small figures marching, as they are introduced, across a long,
narrow bridge. The background is somewhat stylized, although this has less of the
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geometric quality than Domanska has shown in earlier books. As the sixth character
R joins the line, the bridge collapses, and the "story" ends with all the people and
4-6 the animals of the limericks lined up on the bank for a farewell appearance. The
yrs. illustrations bring a measure of cohesion to the separate verses, and the collapse
of the bridge gives a dramatic focus to a bit of gay nonsense.
L'Engle, Madeleine. A Wind in the Door. Farrar, 1973. 211 p. $4.95.
The protagonists of A Wrinkle in Time are embroiled in a new fantasy in a story
Ad that has the same level of polished writing but a rather more intricate plot, not
6-9 as compelling as its predecessor. The precocious young Charles Wallace is not
in good health, and Meg worries, trying to block her thoughts so that Charles Wallace
won't be able to read her mind. The "dragons" he claims to have seen prove to
be a cherubim who appears with a giant Master out of space and time. With Meg's
friend Calvin and the school principal, the two unearthly creatures and Meg go
on a mission to save Charles Wallace, a mission in which they become infinitesimally
small and live inside the boy, in which shadowy duplicates of the principal fight
to be recognized as the real Mr. Jenkins, in which they all fight the Echthroi, the
spirits of evil, etc. Throughout this heavily complicated plot, there are precepts
of behavior, morals, psychological interpretations, and a trace of didacticism. It
is Madeleine L'Engle's triumph that she is able, despite the layered intricacy, to
make her characters interesting and her story moderately suspenseful.
Lindgren, Astrid (Ericsson). Emil and Piggy Beast; tr. by Michael Heron; illus. by Bjorn
Berg. Follett, 1973. 191p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.98 net.
An episodic and humorous story about a Swedish child of long ago is told with
R vigor and translated so that the idiomatic flow of writing is preserved. Emil is a
3-4 precocious and indefatigably energetic child of five whose ploys and pranks fre-
quently drive his father to despair and occasionally make his parents very proud.
Although Emil's pet pig appears here and there throughout the book, only one
episode is really concerned with Piggy Beast, an escapade in which both boy and
pig gorge themselves on cherries, not realizing that the delicious fruit has been
put aside to ferment for cherry wine.
Livingston, Myra Cohn, ed. What a Wonderful Bird the Frog Are; An Assortment of Humor-
ous Poetry and Verse. Harcourt, 1973. 192p. $5.25.
A cheerful anthology comprises poems and jingles chosen from authors who range
R from the fifth century A.D. to contemporary, and from sources other than the En-
4- glish language. Just as varied are the subjects and styles, from haiku and couplets
to extracts from plays and mock-serious odes. There's a title index, an author index
that includes birth dates, an index of first lines, and-small but significant-an index
of translators. The selections have been made with Mrs. Livingston's usual dis-
crimination.
McClung, Robert M. Samson; Last of the California Grizzlies; illus. by Bob Hines. Morrow,
1973. 95p. Trade ed. $4.25; Library ed. $3.94 net.
The golden bear of California's state flag is an extinct species; at least, none
R has been seen for half a century. In describing the life cycle of the fictional Samson,
4-6 McClung has incorporated some bits of California history, but he focuses primarily
on the animal's behavior patterns: his life as a cub and a yearling, mating, stalking
his prey, avoiding the hated man-smell. There is no anthropomorphism here, but
the story has real drama as the huge grizzly is hunted by a man he has mauled,
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trapped, used in a bear-and bull fight, and escapes to the Sierras; the last incident
is based on a newspaper account of such an event. The writing is straightforward,
informative, and fictionalized only enough to give impact.
McDermott, Gerald, ad. The Magic Tree; A Tale from the Congo; ad. and illus. by Gerald
McDermott. Holt, 1973. 34p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.59 net.
The brilliant colors, the stunning designs based on African motifs, and the dignity
R of the stylized figures combine to illustrate effectively a Congolese tale that has
K-2 many elements traditional in the folk genre. Rejected, a young man whose twin
brother has been loved and favored leaves home. He releases an enchanted people
from the magic tree in which each had been a leaf, and he weds the princess and
lives in wealth, having promised never to reveal this. Visiting his family, Mavungu
tells of his experiences; suddenly he remembers that he has sworn secrecy and
he rushes back to his wife and the beautiful village she magically created. But there
is nothing left-only a grove of silent trees. The adaptation is terse and simple,
the ending abrupt but with great visual impact.
McKee, David, ad. The Man Who Was Going to Mind the House; illus. by David McKee.
Abelard-Schuman, 1973. $4.95.
Stiffly executed but colorful pictures illustrate an adequate retelling of the Nor-
M wegian folktale about a man who changes places with his wife for a day. Convinced
K-2 that he will have a day of ease while his wife toils in the field, the man goes from
one domestic catastrophe to another: any moral or lesson is implicit, since the story
ends abruptly when the wife comes home to find no dinner, the cow hanging over
the edge of the roof, and her husband falling headfirst down the chimney into a
pot of porridge. First published in England, the story is dependent on the exaggera-
tion of a stretched situation and the action in illustration for its minimal appeal;
it has little of the narrative quality of most folktales and even less of the cadence
of oral tradition when read aloud.
Maestro, Giulio. The Remarkable Plant in Apartment 4; written and illus. by Giulio Maestro.
Bradbury, 1973. 26p. $5.95.
A story that begins realistically keeps its ingenuous tone after branching out into
R fantasy; the illustrations, lusty and imaginative, extend the text and illustrate the
K-3 peculiar advantage of the author-illustrator in achieving unity. Michael buys a small
plant that the vendor claims will grow overnight, which proves to be an accurate
prognostication. By morning, the roots have penetrated to the apartment below,
where a distracted tenant complains-while her husband placidly decides to set
up a tent. Next door, it is an irritated husband who complains that he can't get
at his breakfast because of branches, while his wife happily feeds the birds. Oh,
yes, birds-and worms-and earth-and flowers-and insects-the plant, now a
tree, provides its own environment. The ludicrous exaggeration of text and the
lively profusion of verdure in the illustrations are nicely set off by the matter-of-fact
way in which the tenants all adapt to the burgeoning plant.
Marshall, James. Ynimmers! Houghton, 1973. 32p. illus. $3.95.
Emily Pig and Eugene Turtle, friends, are shown in pastel pictures with humorous
Ad touches. The story is an expanded situation with rather obvious humor: worried
3-5 about her weight, Emily jumps rope; her friend Eugene suggests a walk as better
yrs. exercise, but the walk is interrupted by a series of snacks. Emily, who has said
"Yummers," to everything, finally has a tummy ache. She thinks it must have
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been due to all the walking, and agrees with Eugene when he suggests that she
stay in bed and eat plenty of good food. "Oh, yummers," says Emily. Slight, moder-
ately amusing.
May, Julian. Prairie Pronghorn; illus. by Michael Hampshire. Creative Educational Society,
1972. 34p. $4.95.
A description of the life of a buck pronghorn deer, from infancy to the time
Ad when he is ready for mating, is written in narrative style but without
2-4 anthropomorphism. The text includes facts about protective coloration and coping
with predators, behavior patterns of the pronghorn herd, eating habits, and the
relation of the pronghorn to the environment. A brief separate section gives facts
on pronghorns; these are printed in a different typeface and on colored pages but
incorporate some of the information that is contained in the earlier text. The writing
style is static, the narrative form alleviating the dryness of the text, which is continu-
ous. There is no index; the illustrations are pleasant but quite repetitive.
Mayne, William. The Jersey Shore. Dutton, 1973. 159p. $4.95.
Although this is set in the United States, it is a story permeated with the English
SpR background of the old grandfather Arthur visits when he comes to New Jersey
6-7 to stay with his Aunt Deborah. The old man lives nearby, solitary and dreaming
of his past; with each conversation Arthur learns more of his grandfather's life.
The few characters in the story are drawn with harsh vigor; the dialogue is staccato,
the story so slow-moving that it will probably appeal only to those readers who
appreciate the nostalgia of mood and nuance of style.
Meltzer, Milton. Underground Man. Bradbury, 1973. 220p. $5.95.
Although fictionalized, the life story of Joshua Bowen, the "underground man,"
R is based on fact; the sources cited in the author's postscript are evidence that Milton
7- Meltzer has done the thorough research that distinguishes his nonfiction titles.
Bowen was white, but his devotion to the antislavery cause, especially to guiding
black people to freedom, earned him more than one jail sentence and bitter persecu-
tion by the southern slaveholders whose slaves Bowen helped escape. Spare in
construction, the book has historical interest, dramatic appeal, and an aura of sus-
pense and danger that emanates from the events rather than by the declaration
of the author.
Mezey, Robert, ed. Poems from the Hebrew; illus. by Moishe Smith. T. Y. Crowell, 1973.
159p. $4.50.
A new volume in the "Poems of the World" series, with an excellent introduction
R in which the compiler, who has also translated many of the modem poems, gives
7- historical background and discusses the reasons for his choice of selections. The
text is divided into three parts: poems from the Bible, poems of Moorish Spain
(a brief section), and-the longest section-contemporary poems, with translators'
names included. Robert Mezey has chosen an impressive array of beautiful poems,
most of them introspective and lyric, with little social commentary or humor. Title,
first line, author, and translator indexes are appended.
Mitchison, Naomi. Sunrise Tomorrow; A Story of Botswana. Farrar, 1973. 120p. $4.50.
One of the best of the stories of conflict and resolution between the old ways
R and the new, this gives a vigorous and balanced picture of the young people who
7-10 move, in different ways, toward roles in which they can contribute to their nation.
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The protagonists here, Seloi and Mokgose, come from different villages and meet
as students; while there is a love interest it is a minor theme. Each wants to retain
the best of the traditional in African life, each wants to play a part in making Bo-
tswana strong and self-sufficient, to see children educated and roads built and the
sick taken care of. Both the major characters and the minor ones-the brother
who is mechanically adept rather than book-oriented-the young hoodlum who
changes when he joins a work group and finds his skills appreciated-the African
nurse who feels that there are some advantages in the old ways-the father who
still believes in witchcraft-are convincingly drawn.
Murray, Michele. The Crystal Nights. Seabury, 1973. 310p. $6.95.
There is no conflict for Elly in the fact that her father is Jewish and her mother
R Greek Orthodox; growing up on a Connecticut farm, her conflict is between staying
7-10 where Mama is happy and moving into town. The situation is sharpened when
Papa's relatives arrive, refugees from Nazi persecution. This sensitive and realistic
story of adjustment and compromise explores both the balances within family rela-
tionships and the adolescent's concern about love, friendships, career plans (Elly
wants to be an actress) and status; it is particularly adept in its depiction of a
strong grandmother and of Elly's aunt, who had led a life of wealth and prestige
before Hitler and is now bitter, critical about farm life, and less than grateful for
the kindness with which she has been received by Elly's family.
Peet, William Bartlett. The Spooky Tail of Prewitt Peacock. Houghton, 1973. 30p. illus.
$4.95.
All the other peacocks had beautiful, colorful tails; Prewitt's was skimpy and
Ad had only two eye-spots. Embarrassed by his condition, Prewitt always was last
K-2 in line, the bottom of the pecking order. Then Prewitt's tail became even stranger,
with heavy eyebrows above the eyes, a jagged mouth, and two clumps of feathers
that stretched out like grasping arms. Ordered to leave the group because his tail
was so frightening, Prewitt's fate was changed when the tiger who was on a peren-
nial peacock hunt was frightened away by the spooky tail. Offered leadership of
the flock, Prewitt declined-but the last picture shows him strutting at the head
of the line. The story is not very convincing, even as nonsense, although it has
some humor, either in the behavior of the tiger or the behavior of the peacocks;
the pictures have a raffish, exaggerated humor.
Perera, Thomas Biddle. Louder and Louder; The Dangers of Noise Pollution; by Thomas
and Gretchen Perera; illus. by Leonard Shortall. Watts, 1973. 41p. $4.95.
An area of growing concern is introduced in a text that moves from an opening
Ad chapter on "Good Sounds and Bad Sounds" to a discussion of the nature of sound
3-5 and hearing, and then to the subject of noise pollution: the evidence of the harm
it does, its causes, and what can be done about it. The text is adequately written,
the book weak only in the last section, in which the discussion of what can be
done seems directed at an older audience, omits such obvious alleviatory measures
as reducing automobile traffic, and ignores the crucial question-in proposing legis-
lation-of enforcement. A brief index is appended.
Post, Henry. Clay Play; Learning Games for Children; by Henry Post and Michael
McTwigan; illus. by Diane Martin. Prentice-Hall, 1973. 64p. $4.95.
A compilation of suggestions for making things with clay is illustrated with
adequate pictures of projects, the effect marred by awkward drawings of children.
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The text is geared for small children, requiring adult guidance; while many of the
Ad projects are useful adjuncts to learning, few are games in the true sense. They
4-6 are divided into ideas for beginners, activities that "exploit the special qualities
yrs. of clay" according to the jacket copy, projects that stress interaction, and those
that require group creative efforts. The strength of the book is in its usefulness
in encouraging creativity that also has ancillary value in touching on various learning
skills; its weakness is in the repetitive nature of the text and in the fact that without
competent adult guidance to follow up such suggestions as "There are so many
animals in the zoo-lions and tigers and bears. What animals will you put in your
clay zoo?" or, "Make two things. One that is 'Good' and one that is 'Bad'. What
makes good things 'Good'? And what makes bad things 'Bad'?" the projects seem
dead-ended.
Potter, Beatrix. The Tale of Tuppenny; illus. by Marie Angel. Warne, 1973. 40p. $2.95.
This is the original version of the first chapter of The Fairy Caravan, here illus-
Ad trated with small drawings (that fit the small pages) soft in hues and technique.
K-2 In a town inhabited by guinea pigs, a quack medication was touted, guaranteed
to grow hair: Quintessence of Abyssinian Artichokes. After using several bottles
of this, poor Tuppenny began to grow hair-but at a fantastic rate. The surprised
concocter, beleagured, vanished; Tuppenny had to spend all his time getting his
hair cut until he finally gave up and joined a circus as Tuppenny the Hairy Guinea
Pig. Any version of a Potter story is of interest to her fans, but this is really rather
slight and only moderately humorous. The illustrations are prettier than those in
The Fairy Caravan, but they lack the humor and spontaneity of Beatrix Potter's
drawings.
Pringle, Laurence. Twist, Wiggle and Squirm; A Book about Earthworms; illus. by Peter
Parnall. T. Y. Crowell, 1973. 33p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $4.50 net.
A simply written text and meticulously drawn illustrations give good coverage
R of the modest creature so beneficial to the gardener and farmer. The text describes
2-4 how the earthworm moves and feeds and mates, sleeping through the winter and
emerging when the ground thaws; it discusses the importance of earthworms to
plants, both for the lightening of the soil and for the nutritive value of castings.
Clear, interesting, and nicely gauged in complexity and vocabulary for the primary
audience.
Provensen, Alice. Play on Words; by A. and M. Provensen. Random House, 1972. 28p.
illus. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $4.39 net.
The title is somewhat misleading, since this is less a play on words than a collection
M of words-some of which are not really words but sounds-or words that sound
3-5 alike, begin with the same letter, or are words within a word (elf, sew, low, etc.
yrs. can be found in the word "flowers") or that are grouped, like words referring to
time. The pictures are bright and busy, some mod and some conventional, with
some instances of words that depend on the pictures: one page, for example, is
headed "Noisy Words," and shows a "clamoring" and a "yammering"-a group
of clams and a plate of yams. There is humor in some of the pages, an element
of game-playing that will appeal to some readers, and the introduction of some
concepts, but the whole is pretty hodgepodge, and the format-an oversize flat-bet-
ter gauged to the picture book audience than the independent reader who might
enjoy the visual humor.
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Pyk, Ann, ad. The Hammer of Thunder; retold by Ann Pyk; illus. by Jan Pyk. Putnam,
1972. 28p. $4.19.
In picture book format, the Norse legend of the outwitting of the giant Thrym
Ad is adequately retold and is illustrated with pictures that are boldly designed but
4-5 that are distractingly busy on most pages. When Freym steals the hammer that
gives the god Thor his magic power, the god of wisdom concocts a plan that will
enable Thor to trick his traditional enemy and regain the magic object in which
Thor's strength lies.
Raskin, Ellen. Who, Said Sue, Said Whoo? Atheneum, 1973. 28p. illus. $4.95.
Delightful drawings and a daft, deft text both cumulate in a picture book that has
R a game element-each animal precedes (visually) his identification, as a small flapper-
4-7 ish female in battered car collects riders. The text asks "Who said moo?" The
yrs. cow, already visible, is acknowledged on the next page with, "The polka dot cow
said moo . . . Then who, said Sue, Said chitter-chitter-chatter, And who said
Whoo?" The owl is already sitting in a tree, ready to join the others on the next
page. While passenger after passenger piles into the car, the mystery of the "chitter
chitter chatter" is sustained until the end, when the cause appears-a skunk, the
only animal who doesn't have a preview. All the others scatter, saying "Phew!"
(and maligning the skunk, who has not turned his back and sprayed) while the
skunk clambers aboard the empty car and says a cheery "Chitter chitter chatter."
Robinson, Adjai. Femi and Old Grandaddie; illus. by Jerry Pinkney. Coward, 1972. 32p.
$4.69.
A retelling of a story the author first heard from his grandmother in Sierra Leone
Ad is on a theme that is familiar in folktales of all nations, the theme of kindness
4-5 rewarded. Here the orphaned Femi, meeting an old boatman (Grandaddie) gives
up his precious food and is given a whispered secret that enables him to win the
hand of the headman's beautiful daughter by guessing her name-another traditional
plot element. The illustrations are effective save for those that are crowded with
detail; the story is told in brisk style after a slow start, the style more colloquial
than cadenced.
Sanders, Ruby Wilson. Jazz Ambassador: Louis Armstrong; illus. by John Solie; design
by Rolf Zillmer. Childrens Press, 1973. 79p. Trade ed. $5.19; Library ed. $3.84
net.
An adequate biography of Armstrong, half the text devoted to his boyhood and
M burdened with details that occasionally seem irrelevant, the other-and better-half
4-6 to his career as one of the greatest of jazz musicians. The writing style is pedestrian,
but the book should appeal to readers who are interested in the history of popular
music; unfortunately, the audience for the book is too young to know the tremendous
vitality and appeal of Louis Armstrong, which might add to the interest older readers
would have in his life. A glossary of words that are used in the book in italicized
form is appended, as is a bibliography of books and articles in magazines.
Schwartz, Alvin, comp. Tomfoolery; Trickery and Foolery with Words; illus. by Glen
Rounds. Lippincott, 1973. 127p. $4.95; Paperback ed. $1.95.
Ebullient illustrations add vitality to the folksy and often childlike humor of the
R tricks, jokes, stories with no ending, nonsense tales, and puns that are collected
3-6 in a volume that is a companion piece to the compiler's A Twister of Twists, A
Tangler of Tongues (reviewed in the June, 1973 issue). Samples: "Pete and Repeat
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went for a boat ride. Pete fell in. Who was left? Repeat. Pete and Repeat went
for a boat ride .. ." or, "What does a duck do when it flies upside down? It quacks
up." or, "Would you hit someone after he surrenders? No. (Hit your friend, then
announce:) I surrender!" A section of "Notes and Sources" and a bibliography
are appended.
Shecter, Ben. The Toughest and Meanest Kid on the Block. Putnam, 1973. 28p. illus. $4.29.
Amusing illustrations, and a slight story: Harry is a bully until the neighborhood
Ad children help him find his lost dog, after which he is friendly and the other children
K-2 are glad to have him as an ally because a new boy who has just moved in is a
bully. What pads the story nicely and should entertain the read-aloud audience
is the catalog of Harry's misdeeds; he steals dolls, puts worms in lunchboxes, scrib-
bles on buildings, says dirty things out loud, cuts kite strings, and shows other evi-
dence of antisocial attitudes.
Smaridge, Norah. You Know Better Than That; illus. by Susan Perl. Abingdon, 1973. 30p.
$2.95.
Susan Perl's perky illustrations add action and humor to the jocular but didactic
M poems on proper behavior for a guest. The verses have rhyme, rhythm, and an
K-2 appealing element of exaggeration, but the messages-be clean, be polite, be careful,
etc.-outbalance the attraction of the writing style. Samples: "Oh, never, never
take your mouse/ To play in someone else's house/ For if he makes the tiniest
squeak/ Ladies are going to jump and shriek," or, "When visiting in Peter's house/
It's rude as rude can be/ To open drawers, and peek inside/ To see what you
can see/ They're only full of shirts and shorts/ And socks, and stuff like that/ (Except
the drawer in Peter's room-/ It's full of Peter's cat)."
Smith, Cara Lockhart. Riding to Canonbie; poems written and illus. by Cara Lockhart Smith.
Bradbury, 1973. 52p. $4.95.
Intricately detailed, flowery, busily old-fashioned pictures in black and white
Ad illustrate a series of poems, alphabetically arranged, each poem telling a story. Some,
K-2 like the poem about Annabel Avalon, have little action, while those about Samson
Solomon and Penelope Prescott-Prescott Porter have a fairly strong story line. The
appeal of the poems is in the strong rhyme and rhythm, although the sense of the
poem is occasionally sacrificed to the former; the collection is weakened by the
fact that some of the poems are passive.
Steiner, Barbara A. Biography of a Polar Bear; illus. by St. Tamara. Putnam, 1972. 62p.
$3.96.
An adequately written description of the first years of a polar bear's life is illus-
Ad trated with pedestrian pictures; the text, which is continuous, gives information
3-4 about the way the cub feeds and plays, learns to hunt for seals, learns to recognize
danger from man or larger animals, and retreats to a cave for the Arctic winter.
The book is weakened by the monotonous level of the writing and by the introduction
of such irrelevancies as a description of lemming migration.
Tchernavin, Tatiana. My Childhood in Siberia. Oxford, 1973. 112p. illus. Trade ed. $4.00;
Library ed. $3.16 net.
Written with informal simplicity, the story of a child's happy life in Siberia at
R the turn of the century. Tanya's father had been invited to teach at the university
7- in Tomsk, and the family left Moscow for the cold, distant Asian land with no
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expectation of contentment. But for Tanya, it was love at first sight: the vast plains,
the profusion of flowers, the animals, the freedom. There are dramatic moments-a
riverboat shipwreck, for example-but most of the reminiscences are about small
events, and the book gives a vivid picture of a happy childhood and is a testament
to the similarities among children that neither distance nor time affect.
Thomas, lanthe. Lordy, Aunt Hattie; illus. by Thomas de Grazia. Harper, 1973. 20p. Trade
ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
Full-color illustrations echo the mood of high summer, hot and lazy and bucolic,
Ad that is celebrated in the story of a black child's day. Jeppa Lee wakes, yawning,
K-2 to a breakfast of fried sidemeat and hot pan biscuits; she asks if it's time for books.
Time for picking huckleberries, Aunt Hattie says, so Jeppa Lee goes off with a
tin pail. "But isn't it time I spit-shine my shoes real good and shiny?" "No, honey,
it's time for them catfish to jump so high ... " and they go fishing. And so the
day passes, full of the good things of summer, full of the love between Aunt Hattie
and Jeppa Lee. The story isn't substantial, but it has appeal in its rhythmic pattern
of events and its catalog of pleasant pursuits and, above all, its atmosphere of rural
peace and abundance, nicely sustained by the illustrations.
Ungerer, Tomi. No Kiss for Mother. Harper, 1973. 40p. illus. Trade ed. $5.95; Library
ed. $5.11 net.
Piper Paw is a bad cat: he's rude to his mother and is a troublemaker in class.
NR He detests the way his mother coos and cossets and--especially-kisses him; his
3-4 father lectures him, but seems to understand Piper's behavior. Piper gets into a
fight at school; as the school nurse, Miss Clot, sews his ear she says, "Next time
I shall have the pleasure of clipping your ear altogether." When Piper's mother
picks him up for lunch and sees her bandaged son, she smothers him in compassion-
ate kisses; Piper rants, mother slaps him, and they go off for a glum lunch. Back
in school, Piper sells all his locker collection (stink bombs, slingshot, and firecrack-
ers) and later uses the money to buy his mother flowers. They end their quarrel
with mother promising not to kiss him. "NO KISS FOR SON. NO KISS FOR
MOTHER," the story ends. Unlike the ebullient exaggeration of the texts and
pictures of Ungerer's picture books, this has a flat and hostile tone, with no humor
to relieve the acid depictions of the female characters and a climax that seems
to indicate that he who gets slapped sees reason.
Van Leeuwen, Jean. I Was a 98-Pound Duckling. Dial, 1972. 102p. $4.95.
If you're thirteen and tall and weigh ninety-eight pounds that doesn't leave much
R room for anything except vertical lines. And if you have problem hair, and your
6-8 best friend is plump and pretty and attractive to boys, life can be grim. Unless
somebody like Keith comes along, handsome and intelligent, and he likes you. You!
He asks you for a date. You get over being tongue-tied. Summer is wonderful,
life is wonderful. That's really all that happens to Kathy, but it's a turning point
in her life. Kathy tells her story, which is one that's been told before in books
for young readers, with such wry humor and candor that it gives a fresh vitality
to a familiar pattern. The writing is vigorous and breezy, the story entertaining.
Weik, Mary Hays. A House on Liberty Street; illus. by Ann Grifalconi. Atheneum, 1973.
69p. $4.50.
A biography of the author's grandfather, Louis Kranz, who came from Germany
as a young man because he had heard of the freedom in America, is written in
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a sedate and slow-moving style. At nineteen, he fell in love with fourteen-year-old
Ad Katherine Schmidt, whose father moved the family from Ohio to Indiana to get
5-7 his daughter away from that young Kranz. The book moves quickly through the
Civil War years when Louis worked on the Underground Railroad, through his
reunion with and marriage to Katherine, to the time of Lincoln's assassination;
a brief last section describes the old man, Louis Kranz, sitting in a sunny window
and remembering, talking to a young friend. The treatment is too slight to establish
great interest in the character, although Kranz can serve as an example of the
upright, hard-working immigrant, stern but just.
Weiner, Sandra. They Call Me Jack; The Story of a Boy from Puerto Rico. Pantheon Books,
1973. 60p. illus. $4.50.
As is true of many books about children who come from Puerto Rico to the
Ad United States (usually New York) this balances the advantages and disadvantages
3-5 of each place. A photo-interview style is used, with Jacinto Barreras describing
his life in Puerto Rico, the family's dissolution after his mother's death, his coming
to New York and adjusting to the life there, with a subsequent visit to his old
home; the continuous text ends with Jacinto's return to New York. The text is
convincing, often moving, occasionally abrupt or rambling; it gives a colorful picture
in collage style of two life styles, with the Puerto Rican setting made much more
attractive than that of New York. Most of the photographs are good, but they
are without captions and some of them seem only tangentially related to the text.
Windsor, Patricia. The Summer Before. Harper, 1973. 241p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed.
$4.79 net.
An English author who has worked with retarded children, Patricia Windsor has
R created a touching and credible protagonist in her first novel. It is written in journal
7-10 form by adolescent Alexandra, who is slowly recovering from a nervous breakdown.
Sandy had been in an accident in which Bradley, her friend and love (not lover)
was killed as they were leaving a commune, and his death had stunned her. The
journal includes events as they occur, reports on therapy sessions, and Sandy's
memories and dreams of Bradley-a dark time from which she emerges, at the
close of a deftly written book, to acceptance of the situation and a restored pleasure
in being alive, in looking forward.
Wolf, Bernard. Tinker and the Medicine Man; The Story of a Navajo Boy of Monument
Valley; written and photographed by Bernard Wolf. Random House, 1973. 67p.
$4.95.
Unlike most of the photo-documentary books that give information about a child
R of an ethnic, tribal, or national group, this does not attempt to give broad background
4-6 or to use dialogue, or a visit, or a classroom lecture, to introduce cultural aspects
beyond the protagonist's immediate circle. It introduces a small Navajo boy who
wants to follow in his father's path and become a medicine man and a peyote chief;
much of the text is devoted to Tinker's conversations with his father about training
for this gravely important position, to demonstration of the needed skills, and to
the intricate details of a peyote ceremony. The author never refers to peyote as
a drug, saying only such things as, "After the peyote has been taken for a second
time, a new atmosphere of serenity and hope envelops the gathering." The pictures
are handsome, there is no sense of text contrived to fit the photographs, and the
writing is direct, simple, and serious, with a strong sense of the beauty and pride
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